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Introduction
In September of 2018, Alistair Macaulay announced his resignation as chief
dance critic for the New York Times. After over ten years in this position, Macaulay’s
departure not only came as a shock to those who had come to regard his criticism as
a mainstay, but also made a bigger statement on the state of dance criticism itself.
According to a tweet by Macaulay, he is one of five chief dance critics to have
stepped down within the past year, the others being Clement Crisp, Judith Mackrell,
Luke Jennings and Joan Acocella (Macaulay, 2019).
As of today, Sarah Kaufman at The Washington Post is the only full time
dance critic employed by a major mainstream news outlet in the United States.
While these numbers are certainly outwardly daunting, they do not necessarily
represent the end of dance journalism, though the industry will certainly have to
adjust in order to accommodate changing times and trends. Despite it all, those
involved directly in the industry, including Kaufman herself, are still positive about
the state and future of their profession.
The Finance of Journalism
Not only are we living in a time that brings difficulty to dance journalists and
critics, it seems that the whole profession of journalism is changing in numerous
ways. According to Pew Research Center’s “State of the News Media,” total
circulation for daily newspapers fell 8% between 2016 and 2017 (Pew Research
Center, 2017). In addition, advertising revenue for newspapers is also shown to be
in decline, with numbers showing a decrease from $20,362,238,293 in 2015 to
$18,274,943,567 in 2017 (Pew Research Center, 2017). In order to combat these
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numbers, newspaper executives are faced with the troublesome question of how to
make up for this lost revenue. This usually means budget cuts, with arts coverage
often taking the brunt of the hit.
“I think that it is probably a question of the constant search for readership
and a stress on the news business in general, brought about by the internet,” Sarah
Kaufman said. “There have been stresses on coverage across the board in journalism
and it’s not unexpected that that would fall to arts coverage and dance coverage as
well” (S. Kaufman, phone interview, March 3, 2019).
Since she graduated from New York University in 2006, Jennifer Stahl, editor
in chief of Dance Magazine, has certainly seen these numbers affect her work, even
at a dance-specific publication. “People who are trying to look for advertising where
they would have typically gone to newspapers and magazines now have so many
options online, so we have definitely seen a big shift from print to digital,” she said
(J. Stahl, phone interview, March 1, 2019). While Dance Magazine — and other
related publications owned under Dance Media — have found ways to thrive amid
adversity, some publications have not fared so well.
Alt-weekly newspapers, which typically put a higher influence on arts and
culture-based stories, have shown a steady decline in circulation in recent years.
Estimated averages show that the top 20 U.S. alt-weeklies went from 87,186 readers
per paper in 2012 to just 61,654 readers per paper in 2016. (Pew Research Center,
2017). Of late, many of these alt-weeklies simply can’t sustain themselves in the
capacity of the past. For example, the popular New York-based Village Voice
switched to an all-digital platform in September of 2017, after nearly 63 years as a
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New York alt-weekly mainstay. Acknowledgement of the recent difficulties facing
alt-weeklies, and the fact many of these sorts of publications place increased value
on arts coverage, underscores arguably the largest dilemma facing arts journalists of
today: are we seen as irrelevant to most news consumers and news publications?
While the issue seems daunting looking simply from a financial perspective,
research into audiences for art brings a bit more positivity and hope to the subject.
In a 2018 study by the National Endowment for the Arts, trends in viewership for
various forms of art were researched and documented. Though most forms of art
showed a decline in audience members between 2002 and 2017, the category
“dance performances other than ballet,” was shown to stay constant. In addition, all
forms of art were shown to increase in viewership between 2012 and 2017, with the
categories “dance performances other than ballet,” and “ballet” showing two of the
highest rates of change: 12.5% and 14.8%, respectively (National Endowment for
the Arts [NEA], 2018, p. 8).
The increases in viewership shown by this research emphasize the fact that
arts audiences, specifically those for dance, are growing. As long as there is dance to
write about and performances to attend, dance critics and journalists will keep
putting the pen to paper. However, due to recent journalistic trends and changes
facing the entire industry, the way they do this may be shifting.
The Changing World of Dance Journalism
Evidence is everywhere that society is leaning more and more on technology
and social media as a means of distributing and absorbing information. As a result of
this, newspapers are losing footing, readership, and therefore funding. Because
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newspapers are the primary outlet of employment for dance critics, this
technological shift has direct ramifications on dance writers.
Lewis Segal, who held the position of chief dance critic at the Los Angeles
Times for twelve years, recalls that even when he began writing about dance
“adding dance critics was always the last thing that people would do at a
publication” (L. Segal, phone interview, February 1, 2019). Because dance coverage
— and arts coverage in a more broad sense — typically brings in less readership,
and therefore revenue, it has become one of the first aspects of the traditional
newspaper that we are beginning to see disappear.
“The whole business model around publishing has changed so that those
kinds of stories (carefully curated reviews and previews about dance) aren’t
supported anymore,” said Karen Hildebrand, Vice President - Editorial for Dance
Media. “Newspapers don’t have the revenue to do that kind of a story. Instead, the
way that we find out about what we might want to see is because somebody posts
something on Facebook” (K. Hildebrand, phone interview, March 1, 2019).
Even outside of the mainstream media, dance specific publications, such as
Dance Magazine, are also feeling the pressure of the digital shift. “Even with my
company, Dance Media, we put a lot of our resources into both our website, but also
our social media profiles and how we interact with our followers and fans on there,
whereas when I first started, it was really all about the print magazine and
everything else was an afterthought,” Stahl said (J. Stahl, phone interview, March 1,
2019).
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Dance Magazine, which is built on readership from dancers, choreographers,
and fans of dance, has a solid audience base and continues to provide informed and
expert dance coverage. However, more mainstream publications are certainly
providing much less dance coverage, at least in the more traditional, journalistic
sense.
Dance scholar Jill Nunes Jensen notes the fact that there is less journalistic
coverage, but not necessarily less coverage of dance in general. She cites dance
competition shows, such as So You Think You Can Dance and World of Dance, in
addition to YouTube videos and channels where artists can self-promote as ulterior
forms of dance coverage. “I think this perceived lack of coverage is maybe because
that coverage is re-allocated in different ways,” she said (J. Nunes Jensen, personal
interview, February 21, 2019).
Despite the fact this viewership is not borne of traditional journalistic means,
it is certainly positive that dance is being seen. However, this type of coverage raises
its own series of problems. While the more obvious effects of these changes have
consequences for those directly involved in the dance journalism industry, the
wider world of dance is being affected as well.
Firstly, lack of journalistic dance coverage becomes synonymous with dance
coverage with lack of authority and expertise. “I think that in many ways dance
criticism has been replaced by Instagram,” said dance writer, scholar, and
researcher Madison Mainwaring. “That has made the dancing body so much more
accessible and alive to audience members, but in the same way, that’s not where
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you’re going to find intellectual, thoughtful commentary on what dance has to say in
relation to general cultural fields” (M. Mainwaring, phone interview, March 2, 2019).
Through expert journalistic documentation of dance, society gains insight
into the cultural relevance of the messages dance artists bring to the stage. In
addition, dance journalism and critique serve as an important form of historical
documentation. “A dance review records something of value for the future,” said
Hildebrand. Without the expert commentary provided by dance critics and
journalists, who have devoted time and energy to researching and understanding
the form, we may be denying the dance scholars of tomorrow an opportunity to
research and understand the dance of today.
With the shift away from traditional, journalistic coverage into this new
amorphous amalgam of technology and social media, the damages suffered by the
dance journalism community are apparent. The harms to the dance world, and the
larger society in general, are still coming to light. The increased platform for dance
on television and social media brings new depth to issues — such as dance
accessibility, public image, and artistic integrity — that affect dance writers and
artists alike.
Impact on the Dance World
Dance on Television
Over the course of the past two decades, dance television shows have
exploded in popularity. These shows, such as So You Think You Can Dance, World of
Dance, and Dancing with the Stars, revolve around competition. The fact that these
series are curated for maximum entertainment value causes many to question
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whether they represent a sensationalized, edited, and “made for TV” version of the
dance world where extreme technique, virtuosity, and sexy poses are valued over
true artistry.
“The way that this show is constructed, this model of presenting dance, I
think has a lot of problems,” said Samad Guerra, who is a professional dancer with
Contra-Tiempo Urban Latin Dance Theater in Los Angeles. “I think it does
standardize what dance is and how the body should move” (S. Guerra, personal
interview, April 13, 2019).
The role of the dance critic is heavily influenced by television media, a
relationship that is deeply rooted in history. In the 1980’s, dance was undergoing
what historians have come to call the “dance boom,” in which public interest in the
art form was at an all time high. According to Nunes Jensen, this was due to several
factors. Firstly, funding for the arts was more readily available. In current times, it is
growing increasingly difficult to secure such funding (J. Nunes Jensen, personal
interview, February 21, 2019). In addition, the 1980’s was the last decade of the
Cold War. The prospect of Russian defections on part of prominent dancers, such as
Mikhail Baryshnikov, excited the public and thus invited more opportunity and
attracted more readership for dance-related coverage (J Nunes Jensen, personal
interview, February 21, 2019).
According to Segal, the increased interest in traditional concert dance
allowed for more of this type of dance to be shown to the public via typical news
channels, specifically television. In turn, because of the increased eyes on concert
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dance, opportunities for critics were plentiful (L. Segal, phone interview, February 1,
2019).
However, in recent years, the focus of dance on television has shifted to the
more glossy, airbrushed, and extremely technical dance world depicted on shows
like So You Think You Can Dance and Dancing With The Stars. “Serious concert dance
isn’t on television,” Segal said (L. Segal, phone interview, February 1, 2019).
Although this may make prospects for concert dance journalism and criticism
seem dismal, other industry professionals remain positive towards these television
shows, acknowledging their faults but also acknowledging their rightful place in the
dance world.
“Those are dancers. That’s part of the dance world. It always has been,” said
Kaufman. “I do not see that as some kind of commercial evil” (S. Kaufman, phone
interview, March 3, 2019).
In addition to the acknowledgement of the place of these television shows in
the dance ecosystem, Kaufman notes the good aspects that these popular dance TV
shows bring to the table, namely the fact that they have the power to increase dance
viewership. “I’m all for the more dance that people can seen in the more ways they
can see it” (S. Kaufman, phone interview, March 3, 2019).
Dance on Social Media
In addition to television, social media also offers an interesting hurdle for
dance journalism and criticism to grow to navigate. The journalism industry as a
whole has been highly affected by social media, with more and more people
digesting news through platforms like Facebook and Twitter. Because dance is such
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a visual art form, social media has exploded both as a way for dancers to selfpromote and for dance journalism to become increasingly visual. With less dance
criticism and journalism in traditional news outlets, what many regard as a
transition to social media for dance discussion offers both opportunities and
obstacles.
Los Angeles Contemporary Dance Company Co-Founder Kate Hutter-Mason
finds social media problematic as a platform to facilitate discussion on dance and
choreography for several reasons. One of these reasons stems from doubt that social
media facilitates discussion at all. “Basically the only feedback loop is if people liked
it,” she said of popular platforms like Instagram (K. Hutter Mason, phone interview,
March 28, 2019). Though the comments section provides an opportunity for more
lengthy discussion, as opposed to the more common double-tapping of the “like”
button, Hutter-Mason has found that few viewers take the opportunity to leave
honest and helpful constructive feedback.
Another aspect of the social media movement that is concerning to HutterMason as a dance artist is the way a feed is tailored specifically based on popularity.
“I just worry that if there’s kind of this filter of popularity and ease of liking
something to be kind of a way to self filter,” she said (K. Hutter-Mason, phone
interview, March 28, 2019).
This promotion of only traditionally popular and easy to digest dance work
brings about another danger of social media-based dance dialogue. When everyone
can comment, share, and like, expert opinions are devalued and unavailable. This
prevents a nuanced, critical understanding of more complex works, which may
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discourage artists from pushing boundaries for fear of not gaining popularity, thus
not gaining funding and support.
“ I just worry that if there’s an artist going really against the grain and might
not garner that type of support, but there’s a critical, historical perspective that
could paint a different light around that work,” said Hutter-Mason (K. Hutter-Mason,
phone interview, March 28, 2019).
In addition to the possibility of limiting creative license, social media and
technology may not provide the most accurate representation of dance. “Instagram
risks transforming dance and dancing into just sexy bodies,” Mainwaring said (M.
Mainwaring, phone interview, March 2, 2019). Indeed, the influence of the solely
visual and aesthetically pleasing on dance artists may place pressure to pursue
these avenues as opposed to more cutting-edge, thought-provoking artistic work
that does not necessarily fit into the box of aesthetics.
Another factor that may lead to limitations in artistic integrity is the absence
of live performance and connection, brought about through the digestion of dance
via social media. Dancers, choreographers and lovers of dance will all agree that
nothing replaces a live performance, least of all confining it to a small, handheld box.
“I guess the biggest con [of watching dance through technology] would be that it’s
mediated through another platform and that usually when people are watching
things on these devices, they’re doing something else at the same time,” said Nunes
Jensen (J. Nunes Jensen, personal interview, February 21, 2019). The attention and
connection that is fostered through live performance is often diminished when
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watching dance on a screen, especially if that particular dance was intended for the
proscenium stage.
Although there are certainly issues surrounding the increased presence of
dance coverage on social media, there are benefits for artists as well. According to a
fact sheet compiled by the National Endowment for the Arts, which documents
conditions affecting artists in the U.S., “Online platforms such as Facebook and
Instagram allow an increasing number of artists to build a community around their
work,” (NEA, 2016, p. 14).
One such dance artist who has managed to channel social media in a way that
is both artistic and entrepreneurial is Los Angeles-based dancer and choreographer
Jacob Jonas. “He’s very, very savvy about the use of social media and photography in
particular, but also just simply getting the word out about the kind of dance he does
and kind of dance he sponsors,” said Segal. “ This is a young man in his 20’s trying to
live with the current conditions and succeeding” (L. Segal, phone interview,
February 1, 2019).
Jonas has been able to create one of such aforementioned communities with
his dance photography project, Cameras and Dancers, started just five years ago.
The project has grown at a rapid pace, and today has an Instagram following of
approximately 10,900. According to Jonas, the project, which pairs dancers with
photographer social media influencers to create dynamic and artistic shots, “was an
initiative I started to heighten the visibility of dance online, through Instagram
specifically” (J. Jonas, phone interview, March 29, 2019).
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The project has utilized social media to cover dance in a way that not only
highlights the work of Jonas’ company, but the work of other dancers and dance
companies as well. “Kind of like what a news outlet is is that you don’t just specialize
in one company or one artist, but you specialize in the medium and it’s whole. It’s
definitely helped brand and create consistent visibility of our company online and of
others online,” Jonas said (J. Jonas, phone interview, March 29, 2019).
The bond that Jonas has created with photographers and with his social
media following allows him to continually make connections, as well as promote
and find viewership for his work. “This kind of widens the audience for Jacob’s work
and for the work of the people he presents,” said Segal. “It’s gotten him into the
Wallis in Beverly Hills and other venues, creating a kind of stir around not only his
use of photography but his use of social media” (L. Segal, phone interview, February
1, 2019).
Social media, despite its plethora of pros and cons, is not a death sentence for
arts journalism or the integrity of dance artistry. It does, however create an
interesting conversation around the accessibility of dance, being that live
performances are seen as luxury and social media and technology often provide a
slightly stilted view of the actual live work.
Accessibility
With less mainstream coverage of dance, the general public is becoming
increasingly less and less aware that dance is happening and that there are
performances to see and new work being developed. “The problem is that people
who might be audience members don’t know about it unless they are invited to
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come and see the dance,” said Hildebrand (K. Hildebrand, phone interview, March 1,
2019).
Less dance coverage makes dance less accessible to those outside of the
dance community, therefore making it difficult for those who are not actively
seeking out dance to become exposed to the art form. In addition, if potential new
dance audiences ever get the chance to interact with the art, it can be difficult to
navigate without the jumping off point provided by dance journalism and criticism.
“When I take people to a dance performance, there tends to be a great deal of
anxiety about how they’re supposed to react and what they’re supposed to think
and how much they don’t know,” said Mainwaring. “I think it is a very intimidating
art form. Critical coverage used to be an olive branch that is no longer available.” (M.
Mainwaring, phone interview, March 2, 2019).
Experience tells us that viewing a work of art with a bit of background
knowledge as to the inspiration, history, and creator of the work can make engaging
with it an inspirational and transcendent experience. Arts journalism provides
readers with this context. Without it, growing audiences for art may become more
difficult.
Perspectives from Dance Artists
Whether dance-based journalism or criticism is written with a specialized or
general reader in mind, there is always an effect, whether direct or indirect, on the
dancers and choreographers that are written about. As might be expected, these
effects can be both positive and negative.
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It is not uncommon for dancers and choreographers read reviews for insight
into how the piece is perceived by someone outside of the creative process. For
example, Jonas enjoys reading his reviews, and relishes the opportunities to gain an
insight into how his creative inspirations have been received by others. “I’ve
[received a comment] that there’s not definitive endings in my work, so it’s made me
think differently about how to compose or construct a work of mine,” Jonas said. “I
love to read reviews of my work and understand the perspective that the journalist
is coming from” (J. Jonas, phone interview, March 29, 2019).
Professional dancers who don’t necessarily play the role of lead
choreographer also see the value in the feedback provided by dance coverage.
Though he is still learning to navigate the relationship between dancer and critic,
Contra-Tiempo’s Guerra said that: “I’ve definitely had to become more and more
open to receiving feedback in the name of my creative process and working with
other people” (S. Guerra, personal interview, April 13, 2019).
Other dance artists feel that dance journalism and critique has never made a
large impact on their process. “I’ve never had a review by someone that has been
instrumental in advancing my success or hindering it,” said Hutter-Mason. “It’s been
interesting to hear somebody’s feedback, but for better or for worse, their words, or
the words to our community, have not had enough impact to make a difference” (K.
Hutter-Mason, personal interview, March 28, 2019).
While reading reviews can be an important part of creative development for
dancers and choreographers, there is sometimes an antipathetic relationship that
can develop. Guerra had his first experience with dance criticism when Contra-
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Tiempo received a scathing review after the premiere of a work titled Agua Furiosa.
“To hear how many things this person didn’t buy and how many ways the work
didn’t achieve what we wanted it to was really surprising,” he said. “There were
specific moments of the work that I was in that he criticized and so it was just a real
trip that was like an eye-opening moment” (S. Guerra, personal interview, April 13,
2019).
For Guerra, the nature of the negative review that he and Contra-Tiempo
received has caused him to question the nature of criticism and the authority of
critics. “I’m wondering what legitimizes his perspective,” Guerra said. “ Who’s to say
that this review is a real reflection of the meaning or the trajectory of our work.”
These questions have even blossomed into a way to imagine a new future for
dance coverage, especially for Guerra and Hutter-Mason. Guerra hopes to see a more
researched, empathetic viewpoint from dance journalism going forward, especially
in response to dance works that may have cultural influences or undertones. “If your
background is not in the work that’s being presented, I don’t think you should be
criticizing that,” he said, in reference to the harsh critique given to Aqua Furiosa,
which draws from distinct social dance roots. “I don’t think that critic comes from a
background in social dance or social dance training” (S. Guerra, personal interview,
April 13, 2019).
Hutter-Mason feels that dance journalism, as opposed to criticism, is
ultimately more beneficial. She cites the work done by Dance Magazine,
documenting the lives of dancers or what goes on behind the scenes in the rehearsal
room, as examples of the coverage she would like to see more of in the mainstream
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media. “I think that even mass news channels and publications like the L.A. Times
could really benefit to also having reporters in the field that are looking at arts and
culture as drivers of economic change, of community engagement, et cetera” (K.
Hutter-Mason, phone interview, March 28, 2019).
The Future of Dance Journalism
Clearly the world of dance journalism, and the wider world of journalism as a
whole, is undergoing major changes. In order to ensure survival, dance journalists
and critics must adapt. Despite the lack of dance journalism and criticism available,
many still see it as a vital and viable industry. “It’s such an important platform to
legitimize the work that a dance company or dance artists are doing and to
understand the perspective of what the journalists might say about the work,” said
Jonas. (J. Jonas, phone interview, March 29, 2019).
In order to keep this valuable work going, many news organizations are
actively engaged in developing a more online presence, embracing society’s switch
to the digital. Jonas feels that the changes need to be made in relation to the avenues
journalism inhabits, as opposed to the content offered. “I think the more people …
that are the next generation, that understand social media, that understand new
ways of communication, that understand the importance of the arts and journalism,
are able to communicate in different ways to express the importance of journalism
and of dance specifically,” he said (J. Jonas, phone interview, March 29, 2019).
Others believe that the content of the coverage itself should be addressed. To
do so, dance journalism can be looked at within a historical framework in order to
analyze what coverage worked in the past, but may not be so viable now. “I
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observed an inability on the part of these older critics to cross generational divides
and to think about the non-specialist reader,” said Mainwaring. (M. Mainwaring,
phone interview, March 2, 2019). Indeed, many professionals who fit various roles
within the dance industry agree that in order to continually find relevance and
viewership for dance on mainstream media, relating it to the current societal
framework is a must.
“[Reporters should] really look at how [dance artists] change the city’s
landscape ecology and how we are part of the network as opposed to these ‘on-thefringe’ groups of people that once in a while have shows,” said Hutter-Mason.
“There’s much more going on in the arts and culture that could be endorsed,
exposed and brought to people’s attention through good journalism and good
reporting” (K. Hutter-Mason, phone interview, March 28, 2019).
Looking at dance with fresh eyes — and ones that are open to current
societal events, issues, and tensions — is of paramount importance for building
dance coverage into a necessary element of the growth and ecology of our
communities. “How many times has ballet been called transcendent and eternal and
like it’s this other world? I’m more interested in the way that it actually speaks to
the present moment and that it changes with the dancers who are performing it,”
Mainwaring said. “I do think that if people could see dance as a way to explore larger
issues it would become more culturally relevant” (M. Mainwaring, phone interview,
March 2, 2019). Placing dance into the world around us, as opposed to distancing it
through esoteric treatment, is where the future of dance journalism lies.
Personal Reflection
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Project Genesis
This thesis is not only a culmination of my studies at LMU, but also a
culmination of my personal growth and journey on the bluff. Coming in as a
freshman, my goal was to join a professional company after graduation. However,
during sophomore year, I began to realize that I was falling out of love with
performing and falling ever more in love with different aspects of the dance world,
ones that I had not previously considered. For example, I found myself loving the
mandatory performance reviews required by technique classes; I loved to immerse
myself in the work of a variety of amazing companies through writing. This
realization and simultaneous rekindling of my love of writing allowed me to change
my past goals to new ones to reflect the woman I was becoming.
Entering my senior year, as I began to transition my ambitions and goals
from dance performance to dance journalism, my thesis topic was heavy on my
mind. I always assumed I would choreograph, because that is what I had seen done
by other seniors throughout my time at LMU. However, as I realized I had
discovered a new passion in dance journalism, I knew I had to follow that passion
with the topic of my thesis project.
Originally, I planned to document the choreographic process of the freshman
dance, but quickly fell out of love with this idea due to the fact that I felt I wasn’t
pushing myself enough to do something out of my comfort zone. Not only did I want
to learn about dance through this project, I wanted to learn about journalism as
well. I wanted to learn to reach out to people outside of the LMU community for
interviews; this is what I will be doing when I am working as a journalist. I knew this
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would be a challenge, but I also knew that ultimately this extra push would serve me
well as my career continues to advance.
After this realization, and an illuminating conversation about my career
ambitions with a journalism professor and mentor, I decided on my current project.
To get started, I informed Chair of Dance Damon Rago of my change of plans and he
connected me with his friend, and the former dance critic at the Los Angeles Times,
Lewis Segal. After my conversation with Segal, I was far more confident in my
interviewing abilities and the direction of my project. I was able to reach out to
many more sources and develop a quite extensive list of resources from which to
draw.
My Process
My project, which began as a very vague investigation into the world of dance
journalism and criticism — inspired by Alistair Macaulay’s recent retirement from
the New York Times — gained more focus with each new interview I conducted.
With each interview, I identified common threads between my sources, allowing me
to hone in on the issues that I would dedicate more time to researching for my
thesis. For example, Segal alerted me to the role of television in understanding the
state of dance journalism. Dance scholar and historian Jill Nunes Jensen allowed me
to see from her perspective; perhaps what is going on right now in terms of dance
coverage is not a lack thereof, but simply a change from what is seen as “traditional”
coverage. Dance critic Sarah Kaufman helped me to realize that the only true way to
gauge the impact of dance journalism and criticism on the dance community was to
talk directly to that community.
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Though I am truly grateful for every step of this process, I encountered
several challenges along the way. It is difficult to feel underestimated and
patronized, and I felt this way during several of my interviews. This was certainly
not something I was prepared to experience, as all the interviews I have conducted
in the past were pleasant and remained good natured. However, I learned so much
from these experiences. As a working journalist, I will have to deal with all sorts of
people and all sorts of situations. By learning to keep my cool and not take things
personally, I am giving myself the tools for success as a journalist.
Along with the inevitable challenges, there were many successes. For
example, I was able to secure interviews with several high profile individuals in the
dance and dance journalism worlds. I am most proud of my phone interviews with
L.A.-based choreographer Jacob Jonas and Dance critic Sarah Kaufman, both of
which went very well. I was initially concerned about being able to secure these
interviews, and I reached out with little hope of hearing back. It was such an
unexpected surprise to get both of these interviews, and I learned that it’s never a
bad idea to ask.
Through both my successes and setbacks, I am proud of my process and I am
proud of the diligent work that went into my thesis. I hope that I can apply this
diligence and hard work to all future long-term projects. In addition, the lessons I
learned in interviewing and compiling information will be invaluable in my future
journalistic endeavors.
The Final Result
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My thesis project grew and evolved to be a body of work that I am quite
proud of. I feel that I achieved all my personal goals outlined for my thesis and I am
proud of how much I pushed myself out of my comfort zone while working on it. Not
only did I gain valuable insight into my chosen profession, I also gained confidence
in my own abilities as a journalist.
If I were to develop this project further, I would want it to take on the form of
a more journalistic article, as opposed to a body of research. I believe the
information I have gathered would become more accessible to the masses as a work
of journalism, but as my thesis I felt that a work of research was more appropriate.
My Future
This project blossomed into an excellent introduction into the world I will be
entering, first as a grad student, then as a professional. Just as four years ago I never
saw myself where I stand today, there is no telling where my future may lead me.
However, my current goals include graduating from USC with a Master of Arts in
Arts Journalism and working for a major publication writing about arts and culture.
I also hope to be able to photograph and provide video documentation with my
stories, as I feel that visual information is not only important to document art, but is
the future of the journalistic field.
This project allowed me to gain insight into the perspectives that currently
exist in dance journalism as well as examine my own perspectives and further
develop the unique ideas that I hope to bring to the field. It is such an interesting
time to be an aspiring journalist, as the field is changing and the public seems to be
losing trust in the media. It is also an interesting time to be an aspiring dance
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journalist, as it appears that the need and respect for these sorts of writers seems to
be declining.
These challenges are what make the role of the journalist ever more vital.
Particularly as an aspiring dance journalist, I feel that my role is to not only bring
attention to the importance of the arts, but also to reinvigorate the profession of arts
journalism to adapt to changing journalistic tides. Insights gleaned from the
research done for this project have helped me to pinpoint exactly the best ways to
do this and accomplish the careers goals I have made for myself.
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